
               Air Mass Song 

Are you the next contestant for “The Voice?”  Create a song 

about the four types of air masses, where they come from 

and what kind of weather they bring.  Use the correct 

vocabulary from the unit.  Make sure your song rhymes and has a catchy chorus!  
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Criteria 4 3 2 1 

Spelling & 

Grammar 

There are no spelling 

or grammatical errors. 

Everything is written in 

complete sentences. 

Written in complete 

sentences. Very few 

grammatical errors. 

Written in phrases 

and contain 

grammatical errors. 

Written in 

incomplete 

sentences.  Has 

grammatical 

errors that make 

it difficult for the 

reader to 

understand 

Accuracy All facts are accurate; 

has a catchy chorus & 

rhymes  

Most facts are 

accurate; Most 

lyrics rhyme & has a 

catchy chorus 

Some of the facts are 

accurate; some of 

the lyrics rhyme 

Some of the 

facts are 

inaccurate; lacks 

rhyming; no 

chorus  

Organization  Information is 

extremely organized 

in song; listener easily 

can learn content 

from song 

Information is 

organized; listener 

can mostly follow 

content of song 

and learn from it 

Information is 

organized; listener 

can somewhat follow 

the content of song; 

can learn some from 

song 

Information 

appears to be 

disorganized; 

listener would 

struggle to learn 

content from 

song 



Safety Poster 

Create a storm safety poster to inform others on what to do during 

tornadoes, winter storms, hurricanes and thunderstorms.  For each 

storm type, include a checklist of important items to have in case of 

storm damage or power outages. 

 

Criteria 4 3 2 1 

Spelling & 

Grammar 

There are no spelling 

or grammatical errors.  

Very few 

grammatical errors. 

Contains many 

grammatical errors. 

Has grammatical 

errors that make 

it difficult for the 

reader to 

understand 

Accuracy Explanations are 

accurately stated in 

an exemplary & 

creative manner.   

Checklist for each 

type of storm detailed 

and informative 

Explanations are 

accurately stated.  

Checklists are 

informative 

Explanations are 

accurate; Checklists 

for some of the types 

of storms are 

included; lacks detail 

Explanations for 

1 or more of the 

storm types may 

be incorrect. 

Checklists for 1 or 

more storm type 

missing 

Graphics & 

Neatness 

Poster exemplary, 

creative & neat; the 

graphics used are 

relevant to storms; 

Graphics are used for 

every storm type 

Poster is neat. 

Graphics are used 

for 2/4 storm types. 

Graphics are 

relevant to the 

storm type 

Poster is neat. 

Includes some 

graphics, graphics 

somewhat aid in 

understanding the 

poster 

Poster is not neat 

and hard to 

read. No 

graphics are 

included or do 

not connect to 

storms 

Organization  Information is 

extremely organized 

with clear subtitles 

and headings  

Information is 

organized with 

subtitles and 

headings 

Information is 

organized with 

subtitles and heading 

but they do not help 

the reader to 

understand the poster 

Information 

appears to be 

disorganized.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


